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Message From the 
President... 
Use the "Article Heading" button to insert 
headings for each article, like the one 
above. After you have created several 
headings, the 'Table of Contents" button 
will automatically generate a table of con-
tents. 

Rode The 600... 
By Traveler 

Galena Gang: Bard, Hook, Dona, Traveler, 
Mr. Clean, Carl Jamie, Lizard, Jim, Mow 

Man, Christine, Chris, Jim in Galena 

Remember the last time you were 
with friends and just decided to do 
omething spontaneous? Well, 

that's how the ride to Galena. IL started. 
Brett (Mr. Clean) and I were going to ride 
with some guys out of Gurnee to Galena 
on August 24th. The other guys canceled 
and Brett and Rob (Mow Mann) took the 
initiative to let the Top Cats know that 
we're riding to Galena. So it was. Sixteen 
Top Cats showed up at Dunkin Dough-
nuts on Sunday morning to ride. You 
couldn't miss the start point. It wasn't the 
big Dunkin Doughnuts sign. It was the 
cloud of smoke from Phil (Biker Phil) 

Blaise's cigar that greeted everyone as they 
rolled in. 

The surprise of the ride was the 
mystery rider who showed up on a 
clean, black bagger. As the sun rose 

and sunlight slowly unveiled his face and 
his large frame, his rugged features guard-
ing an escaping smile, were slowly re-
vealed.... Squinting at this figure, one 
wondered "Is it Santa on a saddle?" No, 
"Could it be Kenny Rogers in riding gear?" 
uh uh. Then we saw him clearly and 
responded "Sheeeeeeeeet. That's jus' 
Carl." (Good to have you with us again 
Mr. Hart.) 

Mow Mann took the lead and we got 
going with sixteen bikes around 8:45 am. 
The only missing persons were Tina and 
Fritz Schiffmayer who caught up to us in 
Galena. 

Half a league, half a league, 
Half a league onward, 

All in the valley of Death 
Rode the six hundred. 

"Forward, the Light Brigade! 
"Charge for the guns!" he sad . 

 Into the valley of Death 
Rode the six hundred. 

The skies were overcast but no rain and 
the route up there was low - traffic 
and rural. A real nice Sunday morning 

ride. Somewhere in Rockford, Terry 
(Lizard) Kumrow took the lead and we 
stopped at Kegel's Harley Davidson. What 
a shop. Open Sundays, great selection of 
accessories, and a Harley restaurant at-
tached. This place is definitely a TCR spot 
(Top Cat Recommended). 

'Forward, the Light Brigade!" 
Was there a man dismay'd? 
Not tho' the soldier knew 
Someone had blunder/0'; 
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Their's not to make reply, 
Their's not to reason why, 
Their's but to do and die: 
Into the valley of Death 
Rode the six hundred. 

wi
e were now down to 13 bikes with 
Biker Phil and Jim (Tiger) Irvine hav-
ng punched out earlier and Carolyn 

and Tom Reid returning after Rockford. 
On to Galena!! Charging down the two-
lane, we stopped for fuel about 30 miles 
outside of Galena and decided to take 
Stagecoach road. Ric Case returned home 
from there and that left us with 12 bikes. 
Who else but Bard Boand would propose 
splitting into two groups, a fast one and a 
slow one, one to really rip through the 
twists and turns of the Stagecoach, and the 
other to ride easy and enjoy the scenery, 
one group to tear up their scooters trying 
to race and one group to enjoy their pace. 
About six inflated egos rode with Bard and 
the rest of us started with the Mow Man 
and his sane six. 

Cannon to right of them, 

Cannon to left of them, 
Cannon in front of them 
Volley'd and thunder• 

Storm 'd at with shot and shell, 
Boldly they rode and well, 

Into the jaws of Death, 
Into the mouth of Hell 
Rode the six hundred. 

The green flag fell and it was Bard into 
the first turn followed by Lizard with 
Chris and Christine close behind and 

Jim (Flash) Hudmon on his tail, Mr. Clean 
was content to ride fast but hang back and 
let the pack sort out before he made his 
move. The rest of us in the slow group 
took off leisurely, enjoyed the ride, and 

watched the thundering competitors from 
afar. 

Flash'd all their sabres bare, 
Flash 'd as they turn 'd in ail; 
Sabring the gunners there, 
Charging an army, while 
All the world wonder' 

Plunged in the battery-smoke 
Right thro' the line they broke; 

Cossack and Russian 
Reel' from the sabre stroke 

Shatter'd and sunder' 
Then they rode back, but not 

Not the six hundred. 

believe I was riding the four spot with 
Rob's group when my ego says "What 
the hell's wrong with you today? A 

bunch of bikes riding fast on a technical 
course and you ain't with them?". My 
sanity said "I don't think s000. Don't get 
sucked into street racing, you fool!!!" Ego 
I, Sanity 0. Off I go to catch up with Bard 
and the insane six who are nowhere in 
sight. First turn set up wide, scrub speed 
down from 90+ mph to around 70+, 
enter a sweeping left wide to tight, rev's 
up, come out hot and strong, catch the 
back end as it gets a bit loose, power out 
at the apex. Next turn roll in hot, tight 
decreasing radius (tough!) sharp right. Too 
hot on entry, back off, too late for brakes, 
lean harder, oops, too far!! Muffler 
bracket hits the pavement, pipes are 
knocked back, exhaust leaks, power loss, 
oh s#*! Better slow it down. Eventually 
caught up with the "Fast" group and we 
followed Bard safely into Galena, arriving 
around I :00 pm. 

Cannon to right of them, 
Cannon to left of them, 
Cannon behind them 
Volley'd andthunderld; 

Storm 'd at with shot and shell, 
While horse and hero fell, 

They that had fought so well 
Came thro' the jaws of Death 
Back from the mouth of Hell, 

All that was left of them, 
Left of six hundred. 

e were joined, shortly by Rob and 
the sane six. Then it was off to 
lunch and find a place real quick 

for Dona's ice cream fix! 

N ow, fantastic is not the way I'd de-
scribe lunch at Grant's Restaurant. 
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The waitresses were slow (physically), they 
didn't exactly cause a rush of testosterone 
either, and the menu was typically boring. 
Lunch done, I headed back home with 
Fritz, Tina and Mark who accompanied 
them on the ride up. As we rode out of 
town, leaving the remainder of the group 
to tour, there was Jim (Hook) Tossing 
walking down Main St. on a mission to find 
an ice cream shop. Unfortunately, I didn't 
get to see any of the attractions but some 
of the folks did and we invite them to give 
us an article on what the Galena attractions 
were like. 

The return was a nice ride also. Differ-
ent groups rode back on different 
routes at different times and, I believe, 

everyone returned unscathed by weather 
or accidents. You know, it seemed we 
had all of the ingredients required for a 
good group ride: nice weather, neat desti-
nation, challenging route, and, above all, 
great Americans to ride with. 

When can their glory fade? 
0 the wild charge they made! 

All the world wondered. 
Honor the charge they made, 

Honor the Light Brigade, 
Noble six hundred. 

(Thanx Alfred Tennyson) 

+ + 

Co-Riders Can Make 
or Break A Ride 
By Traveler 

E ach year at the beginning of the riding 
season, I try to pick one or two areas 
to improve my riding skills in during the 

year. It may be something like staying 
focused on scanning the highway at a dis-
tance 20 times your indicated speed (50 
mph x 20 = 1000 ft). Or, using more rear 
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brake in conjunction with the front brake. 
' My goal last year was to improve my skills 

in riding double up. 

N ow, the more I ride with our Top Cat 
Brothers and Sisters, the more I no-
tice that we have a lot of doubles. I 

think it appropriate then, to pass on some 
of the tips and techniques of riding with 
someone on board. 

F irst of all, I personally disagree with such 
terms as passenger, back seater, bitch 
(with minor exceptions), or navigator 

for those folks that ride behind us. The 
team work, and interaction, required 
between two riders on a bike is best re-
flected in a name such as Co- Rider, or 
CR, for short. An experienced CR is 
much more than just a navigator and is 
certainly not just a passenger. I believe 
that, while there are passengers, the folks 
that we ride with are the more experi-
enced Co- Riders. 

So, what makes a good CR and what do 
they do? Well, this ain't about washin' 
and waxin' the bike, gettin' you a beer, 

or wearin' stylish leathers. 	It's about 
stickin' your knees in the breeze and rollin' 
up some hard saddle time. Experienced 
riders know what it means to become 
one with the bike". The CR will experi-

ence this also and all three; you, the CR, 
and the machine, will solidify into a single, 
well coordinated, unit. Here's some things 
to do before a ride, during a ride and after 
a ride. 

Pre-Ride Preparation. Get off to a 
good, coordinated start. You won't have a 
lot of opportunity to discuss much when 
your rollin' your iron down the concrete at 
65 mph. So discuss and agree ahead of 
time on things like: 

Responsibilities. Sort out who will do 
what, when. Typically, the rider is respon-
sible for the mechanics and the operation 
of the scooter. Only the rider should give 
hand signals for turning, stopping, etc. The 
CR can handle organizing and packing, 
taking the right gear such as rain suits, 
helmets, eye protection, sun screen, etc. 
The front end belongs to the rider, the 

back end (saddle bags, T-Bag, rear saddle, 
back rest, rear pegs, etc) belongs to the 
CR. Let the CR set up the back as you 
would adjust your controls for the front. 

Communication. Establish signals to 
help communicate. I require my CR to 
tap me twice on the shoulder when ready 
to go. This prevents any misunderstanding 
from trying to talk through a helmet or 
over the noise of other bikes taking off. 
Two taps means "I'm ready, everything is 
secure back here, my feet are on the pegs, 
let's ride." Before a 'ride, is the time to 
agree on your communications en route. 
Work out hand signals for rest stops, food 
stops, etc, before you roll out. Be careful 
not to let your CR use hand signals that are 
similar to traditional hand traffic signals such 
as left or right turn. This may confuse 
other riders and drivers near you. In most 
places it is illegal for a CR to give traffic 
hand signals and, it is not a good practice 
anyway. I know of one lady CR whose 
signal for her rider to slow down is to grab 
him by the crotch until he slows. (Not 
recommended, but effective communica-
tion.) 

Know/edge. CRs should know the why 
of what they're doing. They will be able to 
contribute more to the ride if they under-
stand the dynamics of riding and the me-
chanics of the scooter. Think about it. 
Would you rather have your CR tell you, 
at the first stop, that some thingamajig fell 
off your bike five miles back or would you 
rather have a more specific report such as 
"Hey! The rear master cylinder is leak-
ing."? It's easy to put a CR through home 
motorcycle school. Just have them help 
with normal maintenance, cleaning, adjust-
ing, and explain to them what you are 
doing and why. Simply explaining that 
"This is the rear brake master cylinder. If 
it leaks we could lose our rear brake, 

Saddle up /dismount. Getting on and 
off of a motorcycle seems like a real no 
brainer but, it can be simplified by establish-
ing a procedure. I tell my CR to mount up 
first, then I get on. It makes it easier for 
them and reduces the chance of my 
scooter getting scratched or me getting 
kicked in the back. When we stop, the CR 
dismounts first, then I dismount unless I am 
backing in to park. If I am backing, I have 
the CR dismount before I back it in. My 
signal to the CR to dismount is two taps on 
the right leg. (CAUTION: Do not use this 
hand signal while moving unless you really  
want to get rid of your CR!) The different 
configurations of motorcycles, and rider 
preference, will determine your proce-
dures. It just makes it easier to have one. 

Loading. I only have one pet peeve and 
that is DON'T HOG THE SADDLE 
BAGS!! Have you ever prepared for a long 
ride and tried to load your thermos, or one 
change of clothes only to find both saddle 
bags crammed full of makeup, hair dryers, 
eight different outfits, spare shoes, a years 
supply of pantyhose, and next week's TV 
Guide? It ain't a pretty sight. Agree in 

crash, and die" or "This is my wallet, if it 
falls out and we lose it, you die", goes a 
long way toward a better ride. 

Mechanics. Most motorcycles require 
some degree of setup for riding double. 
States often have laws covering minimum 
equipment for a passenger. Common 
sense should tell you that the CR needs to 
be as comfortable as the rider. Good 
safety practices dictate that the CR has a 
comfortable seat, a grab handle or strap, 
foot pegs, and a back rest, all properly 
adjusted. Keep comfort in mind too. 
Some rear saddles look like torture devices. 
Ever wonder what it would feel like to sit 
on a vibrating corn cob for four hours? 
Rear shocks need to be adjusted for the 
additional weight of a CR. Don't assume 
that the shocks will carry the added weight. 
Adjust them before the ride or your first 
indication of overloaded shocks will be 
degraded handling, hard bottoming out, 
and at night, your headlight will double as a 
landing beacon for the space shuttle too. 
Unsafe and not cool. 
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advance what to bring and who stores 
what where. Maybe the left bag is yours 
for clothes and tools and the CR has the 
right bag. If you know where you have 
each item stowed, it's much easier to find 
things. One common sense tip. Pack the 
things that you use often, (hairbrush?) or 
might need in a hurry, (rain suite) last. 
That way they'll be on top for quick access. 
You can also send clothes, etc, ahead via 
FEDEX or U.S. Mail, to your destination. 

DURING THE RIDE You're all prepared 
and you and your CR are ready to light the 
fire and stick your knees in the breeze. If 
you haven't ridden two up before, don't 
do it in a crowd. It's safer and easier to try 
it in a school parking lot on a weekend, 
and then get some road time alone, than 
it is to ride two up on a group ride in traffic 
for the first time. Many of the activities and 
actions that you'll want to consider while 
you're underway, are safety issues. The 
CR MUST be aware of them, prior to 
riding, and practice them during the ride. 

Movement. Experienced riders and CRs 
know that moving around in the saddle 
changes the handling dynamics of the bike. 
Make sure that your CR knows how 
movement affects your scooter. Tell them 
not to make drastic weight changes or 
constantly wiggle around. They should 
make all movements "Soft" movements. 
Now they don't have to be as rigid and still 
as an upset spouse in bed, but they do 
have to relax and make all movement 
smooth and easy. 

Signaling. The rider does the traffic 
signaling. It's not prudent, and in some 
states it is illegal, to let the CR give traffic 
hand signals, or to even duplicate the 
signals that the rider is giving. The CR 
should be alert to turns that the rider is 
preparing to make, again, because of 
handling dynamics. 

Curves. The added weight of the CR 
drastically affects what is technically known 
as gyro dynamics. We know it simply as 
screwin' up the handlin'. A good rider can 
anticipate, and counter, the weight of the 
CR. A good CR can help the rider by 
remembering a few techniques. It makes 

it easier to negotiate turns when the CR 
leans with the bike and rider. The trick is 
how much and when to lean. It takes 
practice to perfect but, as the rider ap-
proaches a turn and leans into the inside of 
the turn, the CR should also lean with the 
rider. DO NOT lean before or after the 
rider leans, but with the rider!! This is 
critical because the CR can lean early and 
cause an understeer condition or lean late 
and cause an oversteer. So lean with the 
rider. Now don't lean too far. A simple 
technique is just to look over the rider's 
shoulder in the direction of the curve. If 
you are going through a right hand curve, 
look over the rider's, right shoulder. Left 
curve, left shoulder. This might not seem 
like the CR is doing much but, it helps to 
prevent too much leaning. Leaning too far 
is much worse than not leaning at all and, 
the CR must be consistent. The rider 
must be able to anticipate that the CR will 
lean, with the bike, every time. This way 
the rider can confidently set up for a curve 
and not have to react to an unexpected 
weight differential that could cause the 
rider to enter a turn too hot (fast). 

Braking. As I've discussed in previous 
articles, 90% of your, braking efficiency is 
on the front wheel because of the shift of 
weight to the front when stopping. Brak-
ing is actually enhanced when you have a 
CR aboard. Normal stopping shifts the 
weight forward and off of the rear wheel. 
With a CR, you have additional weight on 
the rear wheel, hence more traction and 
more effective rear wheel braking. Now, 
when braking, the CR has two responsibili-
ties. First, brace yourself on the foot pegs 
and the grab bar or strap. Don't slide 
forward into the rider. Riders get annoyed 
when they're pushed forward and take a 
gas cap in the crotch. It can also cause 
such a severe shift in weight that you may 
cause the bike to go down. Secondly, the 
CR should remain alert to, and anticipate, 
downshifting and braking. Don't get so 
relaxed that your head snaps forward and 
you hit the rider in the back of the head 
during a sudden stop. Not only could this 
cause whiplash, but it can also result in a fat 
lip for the CR when the rider backhands 
you. Also, remember, when you are 
wearing a helmet, your head will have 
more momentum during a sudden stop. 

ACceterating Again, as with braking, both 
the rider and the CR must be alert to 
weight transfer. Acceleration causes a 
rearward weight shift. The CR should 
brace to keep from sliding back, or even off 
of the bike. Do not unexpectedly grab the 
rider at the last minute, during acceleration, 
to keep from sliding back. You may pull 
the rider back with you, away from the 
controls. Hard acceleration can set up a 
disastrous cycle of events when you ride 
two up. Here's what can happen. You 
take off too fast, weight shifts rearward 
giving you good traction. Good traction, 
hard acceleration, and weight shifting to the 
rear, lightens the front end. The front 
wheel comes off of the ground, the rider 
and CR slide further back, the CR grabs the 
rider to hang on, the rider can't move 
forward to put weight on the front wheel 
to get it down, nor can the rider let go of 
the throttle for fear of falling off. The front 
end continues up and over. The rider and 
CR end up in a pile on the pavement as 
they watch the bike slide down the high-
way for a few yards. Typically, this will 
mark the last time that rider and CR will 
ever ride together. 

Rest stops. When you stop for fuel, or 
food, the rider and CR each have certain 
responsibilities. The rider does the me-
chanical things like refuel, check the running 
gear and engine, check stop light and turn 
signal operation, etc. The CR can clean the 
windscreen, lights, mirrors, face shields, 
check the saddle bags and T-bag, pay for 
fuel, etc. If the duties are divided, it goes as 
smooth as a NASCAR pit stop. 

Communicating. As we know, it's hard 
to talk to your CR on a bike. That's why 
signals are important. Hand signals won't 
cover every situation and it's OK to point to 
things of interest. Just recognize that when 
the rider and CR are trying to talk, it diverts 
the rider's attention away from the road. 
It's the same attention- diverting phenome-
non as talking on a car phone but more 
critical to safe operations. 

Navigating. Guess what sport fans. 
Navigating is the responsibility of the rider. 
The CR can, and should, help. Communi-
cating is critical when the CR helps to navi- 



gate. If the CR is helping, work out signals 
in advance. Simply pointing at road signs, 
or in the preferred direction of travel, 
works OK. A route sheet taped to the 
tank or written on the windscreen in 
grease pencil, also works well. A copy for 
the directions for the CR enables them to 
follow the route also. 

POST - RIDE OPERATIONS. After the 
ride there is still a bit of work left. In the-
ory, you want to leave the bike in ready -
to - ride condition. It's no fun to go out to 
your scooter a week after you last rode it 
and find a puddle of oil under it. You 
might have caught the leak if you'd have 
checked the bike over when you finished 
riding the last time. To that end, invest a 
little time in these activities: 

Maintenance. A good time to check oil 
levels, fuel systems, and cooling systems, if 
equipped, is right after a major ride. This 
gives you near - accurate readings of fluid 
levels. Look for silvery metal flakes or 
metal "dust" in your oil, on your dip stick, 
or in your sight glass. The CR can be 
helpful in holding the bike upright while 
you check fluid levels. Don't forget to 
reset your shocks unless you plan on riding 
two up next time. Again, the CR can help. 
Unless you have air ride, adjusting shocks 
is so much easier with two people. 

Cleaning. It is usually considered un -
American to have a dirty bike in your 
garage, let alone in your possession. If 
you have the time and the enthusiasm 
after the ride, clean the bike up. (No cold 
water directly on a hot engine. Let it cool 
down) You'll be able to see leaks, seeps, 
cracks, and loose gizmos better. Now, I 
have tried throughout this entire article, 
not to write from the male perspective. I 
have not referred to the CR as her or she. 
So when it comes time to wash the 
scooter, the responsibility falls to the rider, 
regardless of gender. The CR should help 
of course but it's the rider's responsibility 
to keep the iron clean. Don't think so? 
Try this. Pull in the drive after a four or 
five hour ride when you're chilled because 
you hit some rain. Get off your bike, throw 
a towel at her, oops, the CR, and simply 
say "Call me when you're finished and I'll 

come out to inspect it". I'll bet you'll 
realize real... damn... quick whose job it is 
to wash that sucker. And, if you need a 
place to stay that night, call me. 

Equipment check. In addition to the 
bike, it's also a good time to check and 
maintain the rest of your equipment. 
Don't leave bugs and, bug stains on leath-
ers, face shields, leather saddle bags, etc. 
Clean it all up and check it out for service-
ability. Just like the bike, you want every-
thing ready for next time. Now it seems 
to reason, and it appears fair, that if the 
rider cleans the scooter, the CR should 
clean and stow the other gear. It's smart 
to go through all storage places like saddle 
bags, T-bags, etc, for two reasons. First it 
helps prevent finding that peanut butter 
and jelly sandwich two weeks later. And, 
second, it helps you remember what is 
stowed where. 

Recording. There is certainly no require-
ment to log, or record, your ride. Some 
riders do it just for memory sake. Others 
do it to have a reference for future rides. . 
Each of us, as Top Cats, should jot down 
a little blurb about the ride, if appropriate, 
and give it to Kaden for publication in 
ROAR. This spreads the word on good 
places to ride, bad places to ride, and lets 
other riders learn from your experience. 
Typically, this is the CR's duty because the 
rider is still all wet from washing the bike. 

SUMMARY. Remember, nothing is all 
inclusive, and biking is about freedom. So 
take what I've talked about, decide for 
yourself, and come up with your own 
techniques and procedures. When you 
get it together with your CR, it's like an old 
couple dancing...they enjoy it and they 
don't step on each other's toes. !Safe 
Saddles 

+ + 

Biker Culture... 
3rom the "3act is Stranger 
Than 3iction" file... 

Am
ccording to a Florida newspaper, a 

an was working on his motorcycle 
n his patio and his wife was in the 

kitchen. The man was racing the engine on 
the motorcycle when somehow, the mo-
torcycle slipped into gear. The man, still 
holding the handlebars, was dragged 
through a glass patio door and the motor-
cycle dumped onto the floor inside the 
house. 

The wife, hearing the crash, ran into the 
dining room, and found her husband 
laying on the floor, cut and bleeding, 

the motorcycle laying next to him and the 
patio door shattered. The wife summoned 
an ambulance. Because they lived on a 
fairly large hill, the wife had to go down 
several long flights of steps to the street to 
direct the paramedics to her husband. 

fter the ambulance transported the 
husband to the hospital, the wife 
prighted the motorcycle and pushed 

it outside. Seeing that gas had spilled on the 
floor, the wife grabbed some paper towels, 
blotted up the gasoline, and threw the 
towels in the toilet. 

The husband was treated at the hospital 
and released. After arriving home, he 
looked at the shattered patio door and 

the damage done to his motorcycle. He 
became despondent, went into the bath-
room, sat on the toilet and smoked a ciga-
rette. After finishing the cigarette, he flipped 
it between his legs into the toilet bowl 
while still seated. 

The wife, who was in the kitchen, heard 
a loud explosion and her husband 
screaming. She ran into the bathroom 

and found her him laying on the floor. His 
trousers had been blown away and he was 
suffering bums on the buttocks, the back of 
his legs and his groin. The wife again called 
for an ambulance. 
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EaglethOn '97 
The 1997 Top Cats delegation to Eag/etho 

'97. Wayne "Trave/er"Kirkpatrick, Jim 
Janeto, Jim "Tiger" Irvine, Brett "Mr. Clean" 

Bacci, Gordon Tapley, Carl Hart. Note: 
Our thanks to the security guard who took 
the picture before he escorted us out of the 

off-limits area. 
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The same ambulance crew was dis-
patched and the wife met them at the 
street. The paramedics loaded the 

husband on the stretcher and began carry-
ing him to the street. While they were 
going down the stairs to the street accom-
panied by the wife, one of the paramedics 
asked the wife how the husband had 
burned himself. After hearing the explana-
tion, the paramedics started laughing so 
hard, one of them tipped the stretcher and 
dumped the husband out. He fell down 
the remaining steps and broke his ankle. 

— Credit to Harold Johnson at Fairchild 
Fasteners 

4. 4. 4. 

Biker lamenting: "Ya know, for all dat 
money, I'd kill for a Nobel Peace Prize." 

Biker thoughts: 

Chastity is curable if detected early. 

Money can't buy love but it can RENT 
a very close imitation. 

Change is inevitable except from a bike 
shop. 

Top Cats Meeting 
Minutes-September 
27d, /997 

P resident Rob "Mowman" Mann called 
the Sept. 2nd  Top Cats meeting to order 
at 7:40. There were a number of guests 

in attendance. They included Karlen 
Sanberg and Jerry Losch. Karlen has taken 
over the Top Cats newsletter. John Elisek, 
Head coach of Harper College football and 
Eric Eiseman. Welcome all. 

ayne Kirkpatrick introduced Karlen, 
our new newsletter guru. Karlen 
asked for input from all Top Cat 

members, including pictures, stones, jokes, 
artwork, etc. President Mann mentioned 

that he would like to publish the E-mail 
addresses of Top Cat members in addition 
to the membership roster. 

reasurer's Report - Dona Tossing 
reported that we have $1,114.26 in 
the treasury. Membership fees will be 

due in January, 1998. Next, Rob discussed 
the upcoming N.I.S.R.A. charity picnic. 
Fifty-five people from N.I.S.R.A. have 
signed up so far. A $20.00 donation from 
Top Cat members attending the picnic will 
fund the cost of food and drink. All left- 

over funds and goods will be given to 
N.I.S.R.A. as a donation. Rob continued by 
reading a letter from N.I.S.R.A thanking 
the Top Cats for last year's charity ride 
contribution, which helped fund this year's 
purchase of a new N.I.S.R.A. transport 
van. 

N ext, Jim mentioned that he has set 
up a Top Cats voice mail system 
which will help communicate mes- 

sages regarding rides, upcoming rides and 
events between members. The phone 
number and more information will follow. 
James "Hook" Tossing stated that he is 
placing an order for the Lake Michigan 
Ride T-shirts. Anyone interested in order-
ing a T-shirt should contact Hook. 

D ona Tossing reiterated that the pro-
gressive dinner ride is scheduled for 
Sunday, September 21'. The ride  

will start promptly at 11:30. All participants 
will meet at the Deer Grove Forest 
Preserve between 11:00 and 11:30 

a.m. The entrance to the forest preserve is 
on Route 68 (Dundee Rd.) just east of 
Highway 14 on the North side. 

The 50/50 drawing was won by Carl 
Hart. $60.00 to the winner! Congrat-
ulations, Carl! 

The final order of business was the 
election of officers and board mem-
bers for the 1998 term. The official 

results were as follows: 

The general meeting was adjourned at 
8:30. 
— "Gray Ghost" 

Board Meeting- 
September 2, /997 

The Top Cats board meeting was called to 
order at 8:40. Two new membership 
applications were reviewed and voted on. 
Tom Eiseman and Barry Hulden were 
approved as new Top Cats members. 
Congratulations and welcome aboard! 

Next, Rob Mann stated that he would set 
up the new Top Cats voice mail system 
information. There was also discussion 
regarding the purchase of chevrons indicat-
ing past board positions for past officers. 
Rob will further investigate the costs. 
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Also, our inventory of Top Cats leather 
patches is quite low. Wayne Kirkpatrick will 
check with Slick and B.J.'s to determine 
availability and cost. 

Rob also mentioned that the bank signa-
ture cards need to be changed to reflect 
the newly elected officers. Also, we need 
to order membership cards for the new 
membership year beginning January 1, 
1998. The board meeting was adjourned 
at 8:55 pm. 

— "Gray Ghost" 

0 0 0 

Kudos to the Top Cats! 

This thank you note came in from Todd 
VanSlyke of the Lakeshore H.O.G. Chap-
ter: 

"Sorry I'm late with this, but just want to let 
you know that our Lakeshore HOG effort 
for Lambs Farm was a financial success. All 
told, we raised about $11,000 for the 
Farm — not bad for a first-year event. 

"Thanks again from Mimi and me for your 
kind cooperation and support. Do let us 
know when your next event is and we'll 
post it for our members, too. 

"Keep the rubber side down, good folks!" 

And of course, the best thank you is the 
one you get from the actual recipients of 
the charitable project .  This letter came in 
from The Johnson Family in Cary: 

"Gentlemen: 

How can we thank you for the great picnic 
on Sunday, September 7 th  1997! The kids 
loved it, and Dad and Mom did, too. The 
food was delicious, and we met some new 
friends — also NISRA parents. 

Of course, for our son, Robbie, the 
highlight of the entire day was to be able to 
sit on a motorcycle and have his picture 

taken. For an I I -year old, what can beat 
that? 

Thanks again! 

Sincerely, 

Betty Johnson 
The Richard Johnson Family" 

Great job, Top Cats! 

+ 

Oil Spots 
By Traveler 

Recruiting. Our membership appears to 
be growing even as we ride. Mr. Clean 
invited two potential members along on 
the Galena ride. Jamie rode along on his 
Kawasaki (just got his Low Rider as we 
went to press), and Jim (The Greek) 
Janeto, who rode his Heritage to Colorado 
with us. Glad they could join us and let's 
get 'em an application quick. 

Elections With elections over, our new 
officers will be enthusiastically executing 
their duties of office. A solid twist of the 
throttle to our outgoing leadership and a 
loud pipe roar to our incoming leaders. 

Porsche Power Probably heard by now 
that Harley Davidson has teamed with 
Porsche to develop a smoother, more 
rugged transmission. (for the Harley, not 
the Porsche.) Rumor from friends in Ger-
many's ADAC (equivilant of AMA) is that 
Porsche and Harley are also working on a 
revolutionary V-2 engine and even a V-4. 
Don't buy a metric tool set yet but, you 
might brush up on your German. 

1998 Season Next riding season is shaping 
up to be a busy one with many more op-
tions than this year. Harley will hold their 
95 th  Reunion and some of us are planning 
on hosting about eight riders from the 
Rockies for it. We're looking at Sturgis via 
Canada, and, if I get enough interest, coun-
try clearances, and all the transportation 
worked out, a thundering safari through 
Africa from Khartoum, Sudan to Cape 
Town, South Africa. 

Criminal Act .vity! We all need to take heed 
that we have been unsuccessful in keeping 
the "criminal" element out of the Top Cats. 
Alas... it seems that brother Virgo has been 
busted. Not once, not twice, but two and 
a half times in one day. 

Virgo, the defendants, side of the stay. 
"Man, I was just cruising along in Crystal 
Lake, minding my own business when this 
County Sheriff pulls me over for speeding. 
I wasn't speeding! I was just cruising a few 
miles over the posted limit. There is a 
difference you know. Then the cop gets 
on me for having one tail light with a blue 
dot lens. He claimed they are illegal but 
he'd just give me a warning. Even though I 
had six other legal lenses, he's going to give 
me a ticket the next time he sees me. 
Then, I get to Lake Geneva and I get a 
parking ticket because I parked in the same 
space with another bike. When I came 
back, the other bike was gone and I had 
the ticket! I was innocent of all charges and 
the victim of police harassment!! 

Probable Cop's side of the story: " I was 
observing traffic when this big blue Harley 
comes roaring north at mach I on one 
wheel with a rider so ugly he should have 
been kept in a petting zoo. After a wild 
high speed chase, I finally apprehended the 
criminal who seemed amazed that he was 
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being pulled over. I ticketed him for 
speeding and just warned him about all of 
his other violations. You'd think he'd 
appreciate getting off with warnings but not 
this guy. No. He wastes 15 minutes of 
my time bragging about his Harley and 
how fast it is. So... I gave him another 
warning to silence him. He had an illegal 
blue - dot tail light and I told him if I saw 
him in McHenry County with ft again, he'd 
get a minimum of 5 years. (My instincts 
told me that the blue dot was covering a 
bullet hole from a previous attempt to flee 
the police.) Didn't work. This guy goes 
on and on about his six other legal tail 
lights. Like I give a damn. Any way, he 
leaves after telling me he's headed to Lake 
Geneva. (Oh yeah? I got a brother who's 
a cop in Lake Geneva). I call my brother 
and tell him to look for a big blue bagger 
with a big stupid biker with one blue dot 
tail light and get him. 01' bro found his 
parked bike and slipped a ticket on him for 
illegal parking even though he was legal. 
Ha... guess we got even with that guy for 
speeding, arguing, whining, and public 
ugliness. Lessons learned:  I.) Be very 
careful if you ride with Virgo. Guilt by 
association you know! 2.) Blue dot tail 
light lenses are, apparently, illegal. [If you 
unplug the bulb, it ain't a tail light anymore 
is it?], 3.) Police radar gets a better reading 
from large objects than from small ones. 
[Guys Virgo's size should stick to the speed 
I mit.] 

     

    

+++ 

 

great job of it. Our President ( Mow-Man) 
was running around the night before pick-
ing up at the last minute items. Get this, 
our Legal Counsel (Jordy) was giving mo-
torcycle rides around the park, of course 
only with the parents permission. NISRA 
brought staff and participated in the games 
and making sure everyone was happy. I 
spoke with a few parents of the children 
and was very impressed with what they 
describe as their daily routine. 

Now, after the experience, I am a card 
carrying crusader, and will promote both 
functions from now on, the Charity Ride 
and the Picnic. 

 

    

The NISRA Ride and 
Picnic 

 

    

By Virgo 

  

    

"The picnic with the kids reminded me 
how important and meaningful our Fall 
Charity Ride is. I recall one youngster 
setting on a Sportster with a gigantic smile 
when we took the group picture. He was 
giving the 'thumbs up" sign and his mother 
was telling him not to. He told mom that 
it was the "Biker's" sign and said to me 
"..isnt it mister?" I put my arm around his 
shoulder and told him 'Sure it is." I don 
think that all of us who ride realize that 
weVe probably replaced the American 
Cowboy as the hero icon to many young-
sters-. We need to live up to that image." 

The above observation was made by 
Traveler, and is, I'm sure, shared by many 
who attended the NISRA Ride and Picnic. 

As far as my personal experience at the 
outing, I must admit that I had no idea of 
the potential emotional impact it would 
have on me as I rode over there. But 
when I started talking to those kids and 
seeing how excitied they were to be with 
us, not only made me really glad that I 
took the time to go, but also gave me a 
greater understanding of Robb Mann's 
(Mow-Man) insightfulness and compassion, 
as he was directly responsible for me being 
there because of his coercing for the past 
few months. 
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Eaglethon '97 
The 1997 Top Cats delegation to Eagetho 

'97 Wayne "Trave/er"Kirkpatrick, Jim 
Janeto, Jim "Tiger" Irvine, Brett "Mr. Clean" 

Bacci, Gordon Tapley, Carl Hart. Note: 
Our thanks to the security guard who took 
the picture before he escorted us out of the 

off-limits area. 

  

Since the picnic, playing with the kids, 
taking their photos, sitting them up on the 
motorcycles, answering their many ques-
tions, and enjoying every minute of it, I 
have run into several Top Cats. without 
fail, everyone has nice things to say about 
the day, and from my small survey, it was 
probably the most gratifying thing that we 
have ever done as a group and that in-
cludes the Charity Ride! 

   

    

Our President elect ( Ric) gathered all of 
the folks together and gave a few words 
about Top Cats, Our Vice President (Gray 
Ghost) did most of the cooking and did a 
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